TRANSCENDENT BUSINESS
CULTURE TRAINING

ALLIANCE

From Chaos to Coherence
“The most potent system available to synergize your team and propel
them into maximum eﬃciency and flow.”
Hi,
During these volatile and unpredictable times, the individuals on your teams are likely going
through all types of stresses - fear, anxiety, confusion, overwhelm, uncertainty, low performance,
distraction, poor communication, lowered standards.
The cost of this chaos for you is drained energy and lowered production that ripples outward,
hurting your impact, your reputation and your bottom line. Teams that might have begun with
optimism and commitment see their morale slip away. And any cracks in team cohesiveness
worsen.
What if you could avoid these kinds of team breakdowns before they do even greater damage to
your company?
My name is Satyen Raja. I am the author of The Transcendent CEO and Transcendent Culture. I,
along with my team, specialize in working with CEOs to bring themselves and their teams into the
most optimal alignment and greatest performance.
This process begins with Alliance - a potent 2-hour experience where we upgrade team synergy,
collaboration and esprit-de-corps, dissolving both obvious and hidden frictions for maximum
impact, getting all team players aligned in a flow state.
Let me ask you...
What’s happening in your organization?
We all know that team, coherence, affinity, bonding and getting everyone on the same page at the
same time, rowing in the same direction is more important in these times of change and crisis than
ever before.
Our organization is sought after by high performance CEO’s and teams around the world to reduce
and eliminate these destructive frictions.
We have found universal sub-surface causes of friction and with our unique techniques and
processes have cracked the code on creating the most powerful and focused teams possible.
Please understand, this is not the common rah-rah motivational seminar. Far from it.
What we do is transform people and whole teams from the inside out. We excavate hidden fears
and hesitancies and root them out from the bottom up.
To this end, we would like to introduce our unique work to you by offering you a complementary,
private 2-hour session as an introduction to our work, to ramp up the coherence of your team.

We'd like to bring your executive team together, virtually, to give you a taste of the power and
coherence we can bring to your company. There is no cost to you whatsoever.
This process is just 3 easy steps...
First, we will get on a call with you personally and have a 100% confidential consultation so we can
understand the biggest challenges you are facing in your company. We’ll hone in on the biggest
frustrations you’re quietly – perhaps noisily (!) – carrying.
Second, we’ll turn what we learn from you into a customized 2-hour Alliance training with your
selected team members where we will identify, dissolve and resolve the points of frustration that
are causing the most bottlenecks or chaos within your organization.
We are confident that you will be astonished by how deep we go, how profoundly we and your
whole team genuinely get to know and support each other, and by how many solutions we will find
together. What we do is unique, proven, powerful - it works.
Rather than merely surviving, you can turn this time of crisis and change into a period of
unparalleled growth.
The third step – the debrief. If you agree this workshop is indeed as powerful and effective as we
know it to be, we will schedule a follow-up conversation to review how your team’s coherence was
supported and improved – and to explore how to make these changes permanent, comprehensive
and even deeper to unleash your entire company’s full potential in the follow-up program called
Team Limitless.
Alliance is open to the executive leadership of organizations earning $5M a year or more in top-line
revenue. It is the first potent step in our Transcendent Culture trainings. When we deliver this
extraordinary up-levelling experience, you will see results immediately.
If you are intrigued, please connect with us. Email Jessica at jessica@WarriorSage.com to dial in our
Alliance Experience time with me and your team.
To Your Success and Freedom,
Satyen Raja

LIMITLESS
The First Step
We will have a preliminary meeting to explore your company's current vision, mission and biggest
goals. From there, we will facilitate a multi-faceted process over 4 sessions where we align each
team member’s inner intention and actions with the fulfilment of the company’s vision, mission
and goals.
Session 1
In this first session, we root out obstacles like procrastination, doubt, reluctance - any sense of
disempowerment that hinders your company's big moves forward. We analyze how negative
thoughts, beliefs and characteristics both within individuals and between team-members express
themselves in the organization.

Our experience running this first assessment session has revealed that teams rarely operate
beyond 30% of their capacity. We begin the upgrading process by making teams aware of what’s
possible from them and for them. Then, we connect and align their individual optimal potential to
the potential of the company as a whole.
Next, if the mission, vision and goals of the company feel dry, or lifeless to the team in any way, we
use the collective newly unleashed energy to revamp, refine and galvanize them to make the
company purpose more personal and inspiring for each individual.
This session opens the door to and sets the stage for the leaps of improvement and growth for the
individuals, team and the company.
Session 2
After identifying all the ways in which individual and group dynamics cripple company goals, we
now run all players through a psychological process, a sort of “cleaning out the inner house” that
removes, one-by-one, all the ways they could fail themselves and you – all the excuses,
contractions, self-doubts and intimidations they may have regarding your company’s most
audacious goals.
Teams emerge from this session feeling more than empowered – they feel "limitless” and that they
can achieve success with the least resistance and maximum impact. It is impossible to fail.
Session 3
This session takes that sense of limitless possibility and makes it real for you and your team.
Through an advanced process, we have your teams “experience” your company’s optimal goal
achievement as if it is already a done deal. Once it is physically and psychologically owned,
embodied, experienced and integrated, we celebrate it.
In this way, peak empowerment, teamwork and achievement get anchored into their systems - a
unique, vitalizing experience that takes them far beyond mere visualization or motivation. It gives
them a powerful, lived reality of everything that you’ve mapped out and want them to see and
passionately believe.
Session 4 Now the whole team is seamlessly aligned with your highest vision and anchored in its
already completed achievement. You are all prepared for the breakthroughs that this fourth
session ignites and solidifies.
We work with your teams to architect the next 12 to 36 months, brick-by-brick. The pathways to
your highest goals are clearly laid out. Each individual and every team leaves this session knowing
with precision their tasks and trajectories.
It is only after dealing with all the psychological and interpersonal barriers in the first three sessions,
that your teams will attain this level of limitless consciousness, limitless alignment, limitless espritde-corps and be ready and prepared to usher your company’s highest vision into fruition,
smoothly and friction-free.
The Third Level of Transcendent Business Culture Training is “The WarriorSage Transcendent Dojo”.

The WarriorSage Transcendent Dojo
You, as the CEO, select as many members of your team as you wish for fresh, bi-monthly mental,
emotional and spiritual upgrade training and experiences. We will focus on both individual and
group cultivations so that everyone easily meets and exceeds your business goals with remarkable
precision, cohesion and impeccability, all with peak team morale and spirit.
Rather than sweeping in and running high-impact seminars and then walking away, Transcendent
Culture™ runs a powerful ongoing Dojo after the Alliance and Team Limitless steps to consistently
improve your team’s performance in every metric.
We bring the term “Dojo” from the martial arts world, where trainees come from far and wide to
master the vital lessons of life and success, and to arise together. Just as in a Martial Arts Dojo
where each individual advances through belts, your teams will rise through progressive steps of
cultivation, increasing their individual, communication and teamsmanship capacities with
consistent practice and expert guidance.
Every session brings a new lesson, new practices and a new sharpening for your teams and
provides you as the CEO with new leadership tools that are remarkably easy to implement and will
continuously make your company stronger.
We remain with you, supporting you with these proven methods that remove all obstacles and
frictions that arise and transform your teams into smooth running “one for all and all for one” peak
performance masters.
Some have called our unique Dojo a sort of “Mindfulness 10.0 Experience” because it raises teams
10X beyond where they are now. It is a bespoke training. In these interactive 90 minute
engagements, we work with your teams to identify and dissolve any challenges and bottlenecks,
awaken awareness of all inner and inter-personal dynamics (good and bad), and leave every team
member inspired to raise the bar for themselves and for the company as a whole as they head back
to their tasks with a renewed sense of purpose.
The Dojo is personal. Our Master Coaches and Guides, not only upgrade your teams they
genuinely care for each team member you bring in, and each member leaves each training feeling
heard, honoured and enthused to return to their mission in a heightened and profoundly satisfying
freedom flow state.
Think of us as a high performing “smart battery” giving your teams exactly the charge they need so
they never lose their energy and stay excitedly focused, without distraction, without burnout, and
with both a new personal and professional appreciation for your enterprise and leadership. Session
after session, you and your company are clearly devoting yourselves to every team member’s
highest level of unique emotional and creative well-being, in addition to the highest level of
wellbeing for the company. This way, each member stays vital and devoted to your vision and
mission and greater success than imagined is reached with ease.

ACCOLADES
We asked our last attendees what was most valuable for them in their session, here’s what they
said:
“Having awareness around, laying claim to, and owning what I’m good at so that I can trust what I
already know.” - Brad Love
“Nice to connect with some different people that I'd never met before. It was good to just say out loud
that I'm not going to live in fear.” – Yuen Yung, CEO of Casoro Group, CFP®, CMFC®
“I need to make time to spend time in nature.” – Jason Forrest, MBA, CEO of Forrest Performance Group
“Nature gets us back in touch with our own nature.” – Vijai, CEO of Akvarr, Inc
“I love the empowerment that came with the second dyad.” – Rachel Castor
“Remembering to appreciate small steps.” – Pierre
“What has been most beneficial, is taking the time to go within myself and acknowledge what I am
missing. I just push through and never listen in to what I am missing.”
– Sara Watkins
“What was beneficial was to hear many are experiencing what I am with the covid changes to our
reality. And see where I can play more and express in a variety of ways.”
– John Kraemer, President, Waterloo Manufacturing Company, Ltd
“I feel my need for connection with the FPG team being nurtured through this past hour. I am grateful
for us to get to be students together instead of teachers together. My favorite Satyen quote from today
is, “If you can’t commune with people, commune with nature.”
– Mary Marshall, President of Forrest Performance Group
“The most beneficial thing for me from this session was having the ability to develop awareness around
my needs - what I am getting and what I need more of. I had the most appreciation around the second
dyad to come up with action items on how to fulfill my needs.”
– Brandon Salisbury
“Be more kind to myself and have clarity on what I wish to achieve and leverage my strengths.”
– Amit Kekre, Vice President Of Operations and Sales at Akvarr, Inc
“Taking the time to really dig into my needs and find what is being met and how I can meet those that
aren’t being met.”
– Miriam Griffe
"I stopped, listened and opened my mind to rest while trying to have empathy, understanding, and
appreciation for someone that was sharing relatively private thoughts.”
– Paul Whitley

“I really enjoyed the dyad and how it pushed me to take time to think through my thoughts and not just
saying the first thing that popped into my head. Acknowledging my true feelings and needs.”
- Matti Turner

" You have all heard that a picture is worth a thousand words. I mention that to get the point of
reference across my experience working with Satyen and the other participants in the CEO group. The
experience is so much more than I can express in words it has shown up a thousand fold.”
“I have worked with Satyen and have had the pleasure of being in this group with some exceptional
peers for a few years now. I have benefited weekly from Satyen's mentoring, as well as gaining
knowledge and wisdom from other business leaders in a confidential forum. This has allowed me
to apply the teachings to all areas of my life, resulting in a beautifully transforming experience called
my life. It amazes me to look back and see how much has shifted since starting this work on all levels of
my being; Mentally, emotionally, physically and spiritually I have grown and evolved. I have been
challenged to my edge and maybe a bit beyond at times; I have grown in my ability to lead;
communicate; my business had grown; my health has improved; I am part of a great community.
One of the things that makes me smile is that my evolution was not a straight line. It evolves in jumps
and on a timeline all of its own with less effort than anyone could have thought. This is something one
has to experience to fully get. I am grateful for the opportunity to be part of this special group and am
very much blessed by the experience.”

- John Kraemer, President, Waterloo Manufacturing Company, Ltd.
“I’m continuously amazed at Satyen’s insights and wisdom. Rarely do you find someone who’s both the
yin and the yang. The warrior and the sage can exist as one inside of us. Satyen brings both of those
elements together and has helped us find that balance. Transcendent Leadership is what the world
needs now and into the future. We have the power to change the world for the better and Satyen is
leading the way!”
Yuen Yung, CEO of Casoro Group, CFP®, CMFC®

